
We Design & Develop Software
To Solve Complex Business

Problems

START A PROJECT

Some of the leading brands we have worked with:
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Who We Are

Smart Data is a team of problem solvers focused on improving the business of our

customers. Through a collaborative partnership, we create and integrate digital

solutions to modernize business processes, boost productivity and deliver smarter

user experiences.

N Collaboration with customers and colleagues

N Being responsive to our customers’ needs
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https://www.smartdata.net/contact-us/
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N Maintaining a long term partnership vision

N Taking pride in the quality of our work

VIEW MORE

Our Services

https://www.smartdata.net/who-we-are/


Smart Data is an organization of talented individuals with diverse experience

across a wide range of industries. As a software development company we

leverage that exceptional expertise to identify opportunities so we can help

solve the complex business problems of our customers.

Digital Transformation

We use the latest technologies to create new or modify existing business

processes

Application Development

Is your out-of-the-box solution not keeping up with your business needs? A

custom application might be the answer.

Staffing Solutions

Using the same criteria, personnel, and process that we use to grow our staff

internally, we offer sourcing and vetting expertise to clients who need resources



Dev-Ops/Agile Consulting

We help organizations make the transition from traditional development and

release practices to a modern set of tools and Agile processes

Automation

Robotic Process Automation (RPA), the Internet of Things (IoT) and Machine

Learning (AI) are rapidly becoming key technologies in the pursuit of

automation.  Smart Data’s experience in these technologies can help you

achieve unique competitive advantages.

Cloud Development

Learn how we deliver reliable, secure and scalable solutions for our customers.

https://www.smartdata.net/automation/
https://www.smartdata.net/automation/


Our Process
The Smart Data process is focused on our customers — their problems, their needs,

their wants, their regulatory requirements, their tech stack, their workflows, their users.

CONTACT US VIEW MORE

Industries

With our team of talented developers and business experts, we can take on your

toughest software challenges in just about any field.

Health Care

Smart Data specializes in

building healthcare and case

management software

systems.

Manufacturing &
Logistics

Our software engineers are

experts in ERP integration, IoT

apps and supply chain

solutions.

https://www.smartdata.net/contact-us/
https://www.smartdata.net/who-we-are/


Retail

Utilize Modern Technologies

and Platforms to Improve User

Experience

Insurance & Banking

Our software engineering

excellence financial services

companies quickly respond to

market changes and evolving

business needs.

Our Practices
Smartdata’s SAP and Salesforce practices are dedicated to helping your

business reach its goals. Find out more below.

Salesforce



A successful Salesforce implementation is about people, processes, and solid
technology solutions. Learn how our Salesforce solutions can help your
company achieve these goals.

Learn More

SAP
We have a variety of prepackaged SAP solutions that can be customized to
your business processes. Should you require something a little more unique,
our team can create it.

Learn More

Our Work

Ohio’s Largest Healthcare Plan Provider

Smart Data began a business relationship with this Customer in 2013.

https://www.smartdata.net/salesforce-development/
https://www.smartdata.net/sap/


Since that time, we have delivered high-quality solutions to significant

business problems without excuses, delays, or exceptions.

VIEW MORE

https://www.smartdata.net/healthcare-case-study/


Employee Experience

“Smart Data is the best place I’ve worked. It’s energizing;
not a place I dread coming into. I like the people I work
with. It’s a great environment — the people make it great.
It’s an environment of learning — you never stop
learning.”

Jon Greene – Recruiting 

Life at Smart Data

Smart Data is a fun, casual working environment that gives

employees the ability to make a difference in the lives of many.

You’ll be working with the latest technologies and developing new

products while being in a collaborative, flexible space that sparks

creativity. Spending time with smart, nice people who value the

knowledge and experience you bring.

VIEW MORE

https://www.smartdata.net/who-we-are/


Latest News & Blog

5 Challenges Companies Face in Implementing Digital
Solutions
May 5, 2022

https://www.smartdata.net/blog/informational/5-challenges-companies-face-in-implementing-digital-solutions/
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Digital solutions can be best defined as the tools, systems, software, and
technology that facilitate digital transformation in companies. These
solutions are the support companies use to head towards becoming a
“digital-first” enterprise. With digital solutions,...

Building a More Collaborative Software Development
Company
Apr 26, 2022

Collaboration - Why it is essential For IT and Software Development
Companies, digital transformation and service delivery success has less to
do with employing cutting-edge technology or employing the best brains in
the industry. Rather, it has everything to do with...
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Custom Software Development Companies – How they
are Helping Enterprises Achieve Mobility
Apr 11, 2022

Over the past few years, the term “enterprise mobility” has become one of
the most thrown-around terms in the landscape of Information Technology.
But what does it actually mean? Simply put, enterprise mobility refers to the
growing trend of enterprises allowing for...

Lunch and Learns

Location

Dayton
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Blockchain 2: The Blockening
by Katie Indoe | Nov 3, 2021

Location

Cincinnati

Accelerating COVID-19 Testing Results using AI
by Katie Indoe | Feb 1, 2021

At Smart Data, we enjoy understanding, designing

and building software products. We accomplish that

by listening to our customers, understanding how

they work and by being transparent so they see how

we work. That collaboration allows us to do more

than build a better product. We solve complex

business issues resulting in positive business
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